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Callow & Associates Management Consultants Inc.  

awarded 2014 BI360 Partner of the Year. 

 
Los Angeles, CA – February 18, 2015 – Today, Solver named Callow & Associates Management Consultants Inc. as the 

Canadian 2014 BI360 Partner of the Year. Solver honored their top partners for demonstrating significant customer 

impact by delivering the BI360 Suite to help customers optimize their performance management processes. Callow & 

Associates Management Consultants Inc. had also won this award in 2013. 

 

Solver honored 10 companies for their achievements in 2014, across various partner categories both globally and 

regionally.  Over 200 partners worldwide were measured, and in order to qualify for the awards, they needed to 

achieve the top 2014 sales volume in their award category. 

 

“We are especially excited to announce and recognize our top-achieving partners both in the U.S. and abroad, as 2014 

was deemed our Year of the Partner,” said Nils Rasmussen, Solver CEO. “Our strong partner channel is the main 

reason we are expanding internationally, faster than ever. BI360’s success has everything to do with the partner 

relationships we have built along with committed, hard-working product experts. On behalf of Solver’s global family, I 

would like to congratulate and thank our award winners for their achievements in 2014 and for their continued 

dedication and support of Solver and the BI360 product suite.” 

 

About Callow & Associates 

 

Callow & Associates is the #1 Microsoft Partner in Canada focused on the delivery of Microsoft Dynamics GP solutions 

for corporate and not-for-profit organizations. Callow & Associates has earned the Microsoft Gold Certified Enterprise 

Resource Planning (ERP) competency which is the highest certification level awarded by Microsoft. Callow & Associates 

is also a 14 time Microsoft President’s Club Award winner. 

  

About Solver 

 

Solver provides BI360, the leading Business Intelligence suite for most major ERP systems.  BI360 is sold through a 

world-wide network of resellers and is ideal for companies looking to find a user friendly, yet highly functional 

reporting, budgeting, dashboard, collaboration portal, and data warehouse solution to give them deep insight and 

actionable information across all facets of their organization. 
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